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LOGLINE: AWOL after murdering her rapist in Iraq, a decorated vet falls in love with a Hasidic woman while on the 

run from a commanding officer dead set on silencing her. 
 
 
 
IN THE GREEN VISION OF NIGHT GOGGLES - two Marines bury a body in the Iraqi desert. The body: A Marine 
who broke ranks and raped Andrea “Andi” Meza, 29. Now, once a proud and skilled Marine, Andi’s gone AWOL out 
of fear, has adopted alcohol as her mistress and is worn down by the world of killing in which she’s surrounded. Her 
father, recently murdered in a mass shooting at Camp Pendleton, left her an inheritance. Today, she weaves her 
drunken way to the bank to collect the last vestiges of any family she has. A “handsome” butch lesbian, her strong 
outward appearance is a mask for the internal turmoil and weakness that guides her every move.  
 
ACROSS TOWN IN BORO PARK - a young Hasidic woman is raped by her uncle. But Faigy Milstein, 21, will no 
longer be a victim of an obtuse man in a hidden culture. After her hair is sheared off after a forced wedding, she and 
her “husband” escape. She is resolved to get to a place where “dolphins and whales dance freely together,” as she 
once read in a book on a secret expedition to the library. She’s after freedom, love and healing. Just like Andi.  
 
AND THEY MEET - On the run, on an Amtrak heading West on a 4-day $249 cross country train. 
 
BUT they are immediately repulsed by each other: Faigy for the smelly fish she’s brought along and Andi for the 
vomitous smell of the countless number of beers she’s drinking. They arrive in Chicago. Andi heads to the nearest 
pub, but Faigy knits on a bench - a small figure in the big train station. 
 
BACK IN IRAQ:  Lt. Col. Hawley, 50, tells his men to find Andi at all costs for she must pay for the murder of one of 
his beloved sons of the Corps. They agree to find one person, a specialist with nothing to lose, who can exterminate 
Andi once and for all. 
 
BACK ON THE TRAIN - Erin, a classy hair artist, joins them. Erin and Andi flirt. Erin explains to Andi that Faigy is an 
orthodox Jew, but Andi only grows more drunk, recounts the violent traumas that lead her to drink. Faigy, though, 
tells Andi she “can survive.” And while Andi is insulted, unable to fathom how Faigy could possibly be in any place 
to dispense advice about violence, war and trauma, Erin tucks her card into Andi’s shirt pocket and disembarks.  
 
Andi awakens to find that Faigy has put a blanket over her. Touched, she invites Faigy on a quick tour of St. Louis. 
They enjoy barbecue, Faigy’s first taste, and their friendship deepens. Andi shyly asks Faigy to join her in a visit to 
the very hospital where Andi was born. They view a newborn female as Faigy whispers, “She has no cares in the 
world.” Andi whispers back, “Let’s hope she stays that way,” and Faigy takes Andi’s trembling hand. They bond 
over this baby, each not knowing of their shared trauma. 
 
AND THEIR LOVE STORY DEEPENS  
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They wind up at the Ambassador Hotel where Andi asks Faigy to a formal dinner – their first date. But before they 
can go to a fancy dinner, Andi realizes they are practically in rags and decides to treat them both to new clothes. A 
tough job for Faigy – she’s only worn the Orthodox uniform of long skirts and long sleeve shirts her entire life. She 
wrestles with herself -- 
 
AND we next see her at the top of the stairs in a little black dress. Andi is transfixed. “She wrings her hands and 
adjusts her cravat. And for an eternal moment, they cannot take their eyes off each other.” Faigy charms all when 
she orders everything non-kosher off the menu, and for the first time without “liquid courage,” Andi confesses to 
Faigy that her blue eyes are beguiling. She tells Faigy that the Spanish word for blue is “Azul.” Faigy wrestles with 
herself at this budding sexuality. 
 
IN THE HOTEL ROOM – they make love. Andi asks Faigy to remove her wig, and upon doing so, Andi purrs, “My 
Azul. You’re more beautiful now than ever.” 
 
LATER THAT NIGHT - they watch “Shawshank Redemption,” Faigy’s first movie ever. They admit to each other 
that they are both on the run from trauma and violence. They agree to continue the dangerous escape – and 
together, come what may. As a sign to Faigy’s short hair, Andi cuts off her long hair. 
 
STEP ONE OF THEIR PLAN - Andi pays cash for a Harley and introduces the Desert Eagle .50 caliber pistol with a 
gold handle, an Israeli gun, to Faigy. And they’re off to Malibu to realize Faigy’s dream of watching dolphins and 
whales frolic freely together. 
 
THREE DAYS EARLIER: Lt. Col. Hawley explains to a Psy Ops Marine that exterminating Andi is a top priority. The 
Psy Ops Marine is no one other than Erin – the hair artist from the Amtrak. 
 
IN KANSAS - Andi learns Maggie, her war buddy, has disappeared after “incidences” where members of her family 
were threatened. Andi’s fear heightens.  
 
IN MALIBU - Andi arrives at Ruth’s, “a former hippie with long, gray hair and sun-kissed skin.” Her place, hidden in 
the hills of Point Dume, is where she knows Maggie went to hide. But Ruth explains, Maggie was found by the Psy 
Ops and slowly, slowly murdered by the military goons. 
 
DRUNK – Andi runs down the PCH, removing her clothes, throwing hundred dollar bills out into the street. Faigy 
follows the money trail to Andi who hides under a Hummer in a PTSD attack. She tells Andi she will always take 
care of her for they are indeed “Beshert,” (soul mates.) 
 
ANDI confesses to what really happened in Iraq: she was raped. The killer of the rapist: Maggie. She found him, and 
without a second thought, sliced his neck in mid-rape. Together, they buried him. 
 
HER SECRET FREED - On a lonely cliff, they sit and watch the dolphins and whales dance strangely and freely 
together, just like Faigy’s dream. The dream realized, the two hold each other, clinging to the moment for dear life, a 
moment of freedom from their ongoing escape.  
 
THE NEXT MORNING - ERIN shows up at the hotel room while Andi is at the store. Erin lies, tells Faigy that she 
and Andi are in love. Faigy has none of it. “Geyn. Tsu. Genm!” she yells. “Go to hell!” Erin reveals herself, then 
beats Faigy. Her face black and blue, Faigy stays strategically down, looks up only to say, “Genyn Tsu. Genem!” 
Erin pulls out a 9mm, kneels to her prey and shoves the pistol up Faigy’s chin. In an instant, Faigy sinks her teeth 
into Erin’s calf, wriggling like a rabid Doberman, then bangs a wood lamp over Erin’s head. The wood shards stick 
out of Erin’s neck. She dies. 
 
 
 
 
AT A NEW HIDEOUT - Andi prepares herself by keeping the Dezzy nearby. Faigy, weak in body but fired up in 
mind, steps out to dip her toe into the beloved ocean. And while she’s gone -  
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LT. COL. HAWLEY ARRIVES - Andi walks out of the shower – he beats her, tortures her with gruesome details of 
Maggie’s murder.  BUT in a switch, Faigy appears, pulls the Dezzy on him. “Who the hell are you?” barks the 

Colonel.  “Me? I’m just a Hasidic girl with a Jewish gun.” Andi knows she must make a decision: to kill him or not to 
kill him. She walks all around his body, refusing at first. She falls to her knees whispering, “I am not a killer.” But 
still, Hawley does not stop the verbal torture. He almost escapes  and in the snap of a finger, she rises, aims the 
Dezzy and shoots him dead. “I did it for us, Azul.  For all of us.”  
 
THEY ESCAPE - A changed couple, the two lovers move to Mexico like Andy Dufresne, free and healed by love. 
Faigy releases the wig, the symbol of her oppression, into the wind. And as the song “I Can See Clearly Now” plays 
under, they run in to the healing Emerald water and frolic. Frolic like the free dolphins and whales Faigy always 
envisioned. We swirl around them as Faigy balances her body against Andi’s back, then falls into her strong, loving 
arms and we freeze –  
 
On their triumphant faces in an embrace for the ages. Free. Transformed by love’s healing.  

 


